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Abiotic and biotic factors
Interdependence in ecosystems
The importance of biodiversity
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The evidence for
anthropogenic causes of
climate change
Potential effects of, and
mitigation of, increased
atmospheric carbon dioxide
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Evolution, inheritance and
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Selective breeding and natural
selection
Modern biotechnology
applications
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MODULE 4
Communicable diseases:
bacteria, viruses and fungi as
vectors of disease in animals
and humans
Reducing and preventing the
spread of infectious disease

MODULE 5
Exploring the human
perceptions of animals in
different situations
Examining intensive farming
systems
Exploring animal welfare

END OF MINI
MODULES

Download certificate of
completion.

Each mini module has direct Key Stage 4 National Curriculum links
to the Biology, Geography and PSHE syllabus. Each mini module will
take approximately 30-45 minutes to complete and concludes with a
mini quiz, which is suitable for retrieval practice or revision purposes
at a later date. 
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Differentiation

Read the text

Look out for these symbols
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INTRODUCTION
The study of genetics is fascinating and is
centred around trying to explain what genes are
and how they work. But what even are genes?
Well, they're made up of deoxyribonucleic acid,
or DNA, and they have the ability to pass down
physical characteristics (called traits) through
generations. You may be wondering why the
study of genetics is so important. That's because
genes have the ability to affect the lives of us
and other living organisms; they can literally
decide who lives and who dies. To better
understand the structure of genes, watch this
video.

MODULE 2
E v o l u t i o n ,  I n h e r i t a n c e  a n d  V a r i a t i o n

L e a r n i n g  O b j e c t i v e s

EVOLUTION &
VARIATION

The process of inheritance and
evolution through variation.

MODERN
BIOTECHNOLOGY

How genomics and biotechnology
can help feed our growing

population

 GENETIC
SELECTION

How natural and artificial
selection can impact different

species 

K e y w o r d s :  D N A ,  g e n e ,  m u t a t i o n ,  v a r i a n c e ,  s e l e c t i o n ,  d o m i n a n t ,  r e c e s s i v e ,  g e n o m i c s ,
b i o t e c h n o l o g y ,  r e s i s t a n c e ,  a l l e l e
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We know that DNA makes up every single living organism on Earth, it's just
arranged in different gene sequences, called genomes. 

What is the difference between
DNA and a gene?

VARIATION
 

Take snakes as an example. Some snakes, like the fella on
the left, are the perfect shape and colour to wrap themselves

around tree branches and wait in ambush. Others, like the
little lady on the right, are better suited to life on the
ground; her colours blend in well with dusty earth. 

Explain how entire organisms are arranged out of
amino acids, DNA, genes, and proteins.

Try to think of another example of genetic variation within the same species. Explain why
these variations may be beneficial to the organism.
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GENETIC & ENVIRONMENTAL VARIATION
 Variation is an essential part of the process of

evolution; those with different genetic traits have
differing abilities to survive certain environmental

pressures. However, we're not always just born
with these differences. Sometimes, our lifestyle

choices affect our physical appearance. 
Click here to find out more about genetic vs.

environmental factors that influence our
phenotype (the way we look). 

HOW DOES GENETIC
VARIATION OCCUR?

 

Challenge
Eye colour manifests itself in a few, distinct

colours. Height manifests itself as an
ongoing, broad range of options. 

Which of these variances would you
describe as continuous, and which one is

discontinuous?

NATURAL SELECTION VS.
ARTIFICIAL SELECTION
 When species change over the
course of many generations, we
call this adaptation, which may in
turn lead to the evolution of the
species as a whole. During natural
selection (one theory of
evolution), adaptations are the
result of random genetic
mutations that occur during sexual
reproduction, which turn out to be
beneficial to the individual
according to their environment. If
you click on Charles Darwin, he'll
be able to explain this in a little
more detail.
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Take a look at these farm animals. In each
instance, explain whether the variations seen
are due to genetic or environmental factors.

Although the two lambs above are the same breed, the
variance in their tail length is due to an environmental
factor: whether or not the farmer has decided to 'dock'

their tail.
The pigs are genetically different because they are two

totally different breeds. The pig on the left is a kune
kune, and the pig on the right is called a landrace. They

have a different shape, size and colouring, all due to
their genetics.

Genetic variation occurs during sexual reproduction
or gene mutation at a later stage. It's important to
remember that mutations can happen naturally, but
others are triggered by our lifestyle choices, such as
whether or not we smoke or exercise regularly. 

What other lifestyle choices do you think
may cause DNA mutations, and possibly

disease?
Think about what causes diseases such as
Type 2 Diabetes, skin cancer, and kidney

failure.

Modern goats are a great
example of natural selection.

Due to their mountainous
habitat, goats have adapted

over many generations to be
fantastic climbers. Although
their hooves are hard, they

have a soft pad in the centre
which offers them a brilliant

grip on steep surfaces.
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ARTIFICIAL SELECTION IN FARMING
 

Thousands of years ago, finding
enough food to survive was the
highest priority. Through artificial
selection, hunter-gatherers were
able to transition into a more
sedate lifestyle, allowing the
human race to develop into large
communities. Plants such as maize
grew with higher yields; animals
such as sheep allowed humans to
build livelihoods around the sale of
their bountiful woolen fleeces.

SELECTIVE BREEDING
OF PLANTS

Did you know? Nearly a quarter of all greenhouse gas
emissions (pollutants that increase the rate of global
warming) come from animal agriculture. Farming

animals is not only inefficient at feeding our
population: it's also killing our planet.

but it's not all bad news...
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THE ETHICS OF
ARTIFICIAL SELECTION
 

In artificial selection, humans select which heritable
traits are passed on to a creature's offspring, rather than

those traits being determined by the natural
environment. Artificial selection has played a major role
in agriculture for thousands of years, and was first noted
by Darwin in his 1859 book, On the Origin of Species, when

he described the domestication of cattle, dogs and
pigeons. 

How do these two cows differ? Remember -
they are still the same species!

Click here to find out exactly how artificial
selection works.

...but somewhere along this
timeline, animals began to suffer.

Due to our fast increasing human population, and our ever-
growing demand for food (particularly meat), the animals

that we farm are far removed from their wild cousins.
Broiler chickens which are farmed for meat now grow with

breasts and legs so large that some individuals are
physically unable to walk past a certain age. Dairy cows
such as the holstein breeds carry udders so large (with the

aim of producing more milk) that they frequently 'go down'
off their legs, unable to move. Pugs, dogs which have been

intensively bred for years, struggle to breathe through
overly-flattened snouts.

Artificial selection doesn't just apply to animals. In
order to secure a more compassionate and sustainable

future for our food, we need to focus on improving our
arable crops. This BBC clip shows how some farmers
selectively breed their fruit and vegetables in the UK.

Around 1/3 of all grains grown on Earth are
currently fed to livestock like cattle. If we were to
convert these crops into food sources for human

consumption, this would significantly improve our
ability to feed everyone on our planet, without

allowing animals to suffer. 

GENETIC MODIFICATION?
Modern biotechnology

aims to improve the
efficiency of agriculture

in many ways, one of
which is called genetic

modification or genetic
engineering. 

Gm is a hot topic for everyone!
click the picture to find out more.
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END OF MODULE QUIZ
 

MODULE 2
E v o l u t i o n ,  I n h e r i t a n c e  a n d  G e n e t i c s

 What does dna stand for?
give one example of genetic variation within a plant or animal
species.
give one example of variation due to an environmental factor
in humans.
explain why variation can be biologically beneficial to a
species?
briefly explain darwin's theory of evolution by natural
selection.
what is artificial selection?
give an example of one plant which has been artificially
selected over thousands of years to produce higher yield
crops.
what is one disadvantage of intense artificial selection in
animals?
What proportion of greenhouse gas emissions are directly
linked to animal agriculture?
Give one reason for and one reason against genetic
modification.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
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Deoxyribonucleic acid

No cheating now...
1.

 
2. Any appropriate example, such as different colours in beetles, different heights in humans, different breeds of dogs, etc.
 
3. Environmental factors affecting human phenotypes include: the amount of sun you are exposed to, hair cut and colouring, tattoos, scarring and surgical operations.
 
4. Variation within a species can be beneficial because it broadens the gene pool. This means there are more genes available which may be beneficial to keep that
organism alive during a sudden environmental change. Ultimately, it gives the species as a whole a better chance of survival.
 
5. Darwin's theory of evolution by natural selection suggests that those individuals which are born with slight advantageous differences, such as a particularly shaped
beak which is better designed for feeding on your chosen food source, are more likely to survive and thus more likely to pass on those particular genes to the next
generation. This process takes thousands of years, and can result in the evolution of an entirely new species.
 
6. Artificial selection occurs when humans select which genetic traits are inherited by the offspring of two selectively bred  individuals. 
 
7. Maize has been artificially selected to produce a much higher yield than its wild variety.
 
8. Intense artificial selection in animals can lead to physical traits that are disadvantageous to the animal (despite being advantageous to the humans who benefit). One
example of this is broiler chickens which have been bred to have breasts so large that they find movement difficult.
 
9. One quarter of global greenhouse gas emissions are directly linked to animal agriculture.
 
10. For = GM can produce higher yields in crops and help reduce wastage through pests. Against = There are concerns about GM crops 'escaping', levels of poison in GM
plants, increase in the use of glyphosate herbicide etc. 
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